
CANADIAN MATHEMAT I CS EDUCA'E O~J STUDY GROUP (CMESG) 

What fallows lTI no way IS a chrcnological report of the 

sessions of the r~search group. Our basic style was to interact 

at length on a few pieces of work in which the group was in

terested and which seemed to embody important characteristics 

of v!hat might come, to typify mathematics education research 

in Canada. (Three of these pieces by Noclting, Nelson and 

Lunkenbein are attached as an appendix to the document.). 

1. Didactique de la mc:th_ematiquc 

In attempting to define a mathematics education roseare}t 

task it seerrled that a characterization of !i1athematics educa-

tion was both useful and necessary. Although the French term; ~~,~J 
,,&-.\. '.' , 

.~>:,f,l,:>'for the field sep,ms expressive, the English translation has 

such a limited meaning, the research group chose to continue 

"the use of the more static term mathematics education. 

Mathematics education simply put lies jn the domain of 

ideas related to many fields, among them mathematics, philo

sophy, psychology, pedagogy as well as in relation to the 

realities of the educational enterprise normally typified by 

schooling in the broad sense~ It is difficult to choose a 

"language ll
, in the Ris ing' S ens e, to des Cyj be the :re 1 a ti onship 

network but Figure 1 below attempts such a characterization. 
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Figure 1: Mathematic Education: a Characterization. 

Mathematics Education is not central in the Ptolemaic • 
sense~ but its ideas are to an extent bounded by, although 

not fully covered by, the other fields mentioned. Three 

particular activities, represented by bonds which are central 

to them (MC, MT, ML), are mathematics curriculum, mathematics 

teaching, and mathematics learning. These general activities 

are the super sets containing the 3 key notions in Bauers

feld's (1976) triangle matter meant, matter taught, matter 

learnt. 
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2. Canadian perspective of a Mathematics Education Research 

Network 

Given this sketch of mathematics education, what is seen 

to be a reasonable related research enterprise in Canada? 

Central to this entire enterprise and indeed its goal is the 

improvement of the Mathematical Learning Experience of the 

Person. Figure 2 below shows 5 kinds of research and one 

activity aimed at the above goal. 
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There are many things to note about the network pictured. 

One important aspect are the connecting arrows. These connec

tions show that relationships are intended. Further, they 

show that germs of research ideas in any cell can come from 

any other cell. This means that although there may be strings 

of research done (eg. mathematical analysis of fractions -

learner studies on fraction learning - teaching studies on 

fraction units and then curriculum development and teacher 

education), such a sequence is not necessary and certainly 

not always feasible. Finally, but of key importance, the 

connections represent important research activities in their 

own right. (For example, hew are the results of a learner 

study on fractions useful in the classroom or in teaching 

research?). 

What follows is a brief description of the contents of 

the boxes. The attachements (Lunkenbein, Nelson, Noelting, 

Lunkenbein and Kieren) further elaborate on research activities. 

a. Teacher Research 

Teacher research captures the daily planning and reflec

ting efforts of teachers as well as longer range planning and 

action research carried out by many conscientious teachers. 

This effort is and must remain a central mathematics educa

tion research activity. 

Teacher education must strengthen the ability of teacl1ers 

to do this important work. (Although research in teacher e

ducation is important it is not detailed further in this 

discussion). 
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b. Mathematical Analysis 

Research in this area concerns the advanced study of ma

thematical topics and processes in order to better illuminate 

them for educational purposes. This work has long standing 

with the work of Dedekind and Felix Klein coming easily to 

mind. The work of the Mathematization Group and future 

activity in this area is another example fo this work from 

a process point of view (as is the work of Polya). 

Other current work in this field is exemplified by Lun

kenbein (1977) -groupings, Kieren (1976) - rational numbers, 

Nelson and Kirkpatrick (197~ -problem solving for young 

children and Weinzweig (1977) -geometry. 

c. Learner Research (see the Nelson and Noelting attachments) 

Research in this area focuses on the learner doing a 

~mathematical task. The central methodology important here 

is that of dynamic structural protocol (Easley, 1977). The 

work is descriptive and normative. 

Some of its qualities are its ordering and categorizing 

mathematical behaviour and thinking, as well as searching for 

mechanisms which allow the learner to function (eg. counting, 

partitioning). Such research can generate rich protocol date 

on video and/or audio tapes and transcripts and these "facts" 

are useful to the broader community. 

d. Teaching Research (see the Lunkenbein attachment) 

Teaching research focusses on the careful development 

of a teaching unit. This unit is then used with children 

under carefully documented circumstances. This research sees 
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the teaching-learning event as an open cybernetic system and also 

sees research in this light (Easley, 1977 - model 3). Once 

again detailed protocols are a central data base. Relations 

among matter meant, taught and learnt are a theoretical goal 

and experience packages and teacher information a practical 

one. This research area is seen as a high need field, with 

only a very limited amount of current information available. 

e. Curriculum Development Research 

Curriculum development research is. not writing the common 

commercial textbook. It might be typified by the work of 

Risings "clever creative person". This work demands designing, 

implementing and evaluating learning experience in new, imagi

native and useful ways and can make use of and stimulate all 

other kinds of research. 

f. Work in the Network. 

One can make several comments on research needs and para

metres with respect to the network. There is a history of 

work (though not consciously done as such) in the curriculum 

development area in Canada which can be seen in the work of 

La Zerte and Sawyer to name but two. There is a high need 

for more and more reported work in this area today. There 

is considerable current work in Mathematical Analysis and an 

amount of promising Learner Research being done in Canada. 

Perhaps the area of greatest need is well done Teaching Re

search. 

In conducting this research two almost opposite things 

need be rated. First there is a great need for related and 

coordinated research. To the extend that researchers can 

and will be map out related studies there will be quicker 
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and perhaps higher pay offs in better learning experiences. 

However, it should be noted that these researchs can be pa

rallel. One research effort need not wait for another and 

in fact it may be unpractical to wait for another. 

Relating studies is a high need both in coordinated and 

parallel studies. Such relationships will be based on the 

communication not only of resul ts, but of details of proce·

dures, protocols, analyses of these protocals and organized 

data. These "facts" stimulate useful generalizations and 

generate research, curriculum and hypotheses in other studies. 

Easley (1977) has suggested seven lines of enquiry in educa

tion. While not neglecting others, the research suggested 

above will legitimately use systems approaches, language ana

lysis inquiry and dynamic structural protoca1 methodologies. 

Such related studies cannot be done in a mathematical 

vacuum. The "sausage link" image of Rising seems very useful 

-in applying" the results of current research, sponsoring the 

input of process concerns and supporting and demanding broad 

rather than narrow research topics. Mathematical ideas which 

seem particularly fruitful in prospect are rational numbers, 

transformations of all kinds, algebraic ideas, mathematical 

languages, aspects of mathematizing as they develop, probleffi 

solving and algorithm development. 

What might be unique about Canadian mathematics education 

research? It would be provincial to think that it will occur 

without consideration of other-research efforts in the world. 

However, the network focus which sponsors a broad definition 

in the doing and reporting of research (and we hope funding) 

is unique. The willingness to see the need for extensive 

controlled protocols and related data sharing will be a key 

feature. Finally, a broad support from the mathematics com

munity as well as roots in it is important. 
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3. Current Matters and Details 

The mathematics education research community has a res

ponsability to the Canadian Public to provide useful informa

tion and guidance on mathematics education matters. In addition, 

there are demands for information and the opportunity to inform 

both ourselves and the world mathematics education community 

of our activities. Attached are various groups efforts to 

address the following issues. 

a) Collection and review of assessement data. 

b) Bibliography of Canadian mathematics education research. 

c) Reports to various scholarly periodicals. 

d) Communication with Council of Ministers. 

:e) Review of mathematics education research in various 

Canadian centres. 

It is hoped that this report fairly summarizes our acti

vity, presents a practical but visionary scheme of action and 

suggests attention to short range problems. 

Research 

Group 

Thomas Kieren 

for 

Dale Burnett 

-Dale Drost 

Dieter Lunkenbein 

Shirley McNichol 

Doyal Nelson and 
Gerald Noelting 
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THE KINGSTON MEETING: RESEARCH FOCUS* 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a partial skeleton and a 
stimulus for our work. The ideas represent a point of departure. While 
looking toward goals of the sessions, they are ~ot an outline of products. 

What might be the "products ll of our meeting? Three tasks face us. 
The first is rather concrete. Do we have anything to say to the \"Jorld 
mathematics education community about mathematics education research in 
Canada? If so, how do we present and explain these id2as? The second 
task in a sense builds on the first. Given the current research enterprises 
and Canadian conditions, what are profitable avenues to pursue? (I will 
give some ideas in the research perspectives below and Dieter has several 
in his paper. Please· brfng your own notions with you.) 

The third task again relates to the first two. Should we organize 
a community of persons doing mathematics educatIon research in Canada? 
If so who should we contact? What should we do? 

The sessions allotted to US should devote themselves to providing 
answers to some of the above questions and others. Since some written 
product is desireabte much of our time will probably be spent in very small 
groups working on particular questions. Lengthy input will probably best 
be given in writing. We witl have a session, probably late on Tuesday, 
given over to summarizing our progress. 

MATHEMATICS LEARNING AND TEACHING IN CANADA 

As we try to present a picture of Canadian mathematics education 
the following status studies come to mind. We are in the process of doing 
a large number of provincfal assessments. What kind of Images of achievement 
do they present? We have much unique and interesting curriculum building 
In Canada. How can we summarize this? If one analyzed Canadian mathematics 
curritula, what are its unique features? The Mathematical Sciences report 
(Coleman et ale 1975) Is an important mathematics educu"tlona\ "document. 
What is the 1980 perspective on its findings and recommendations? 

There is an interesting study of 11 schools in the United State~ and 
their science programs (Easley, 1978). There is mlJch interest in Canada 
in ethnographic research. What would an in-depth study of urban and nOIl

urban schools across Canada reveal? 

*The second paper attached is by Dieter lunkenbcin. like this one, it is 
designed to stimulate, not pre-or proscrIbe our thinking. 
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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE 1: THE LEARNER AND MATHEMATICS 

There are two lines of inquiry which seem to be important in Canadian 
research in this domain. The first studies children and young ad'.I1ts to 
try to trace the growth of their mathematical ideas, what mechanisms they 
use in this development and the relationship of various instruction 
practices to this development. 

The second line of research is more philosophical in nature. This 
work analyzes the content and processes of mathematical structures for their 
educational implications. The connections between mathematics and cognition 
and mathematics and learning experience are sought and/or exploited. 

RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE 2: PROBLEM SOLVING 

As is a world-wide trend, problem solving is a research focus in 
Canada. One line of such research uses clinical methodology to study children's 
reaction to problems at varying age levels. The purpose of this research 
is to build up a background of information upon which to generate hypotheses 
about mathemat I ca 1 problem sol vi ng I.nstruct ion. 

A second line of research looks at the performance of persons on 
various problem solving tasks. Here the attempt is to study the heuristics 
of the person and the effects of particular teaching on performance. 

RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE 3: MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION 

A major Canadian research concern has focussed on instructional patterns 
under which the learner's processes of learning mathematics are developed. 
Questions of sequence of experiences, appropriate mathematical development~ 
teacher activity as well as a variety of outcomes are studied. 

A second thrust in this domain is in Its embryonic stage. Because of 
interest and structures on research on teaching in various provinces, the 
following "triangle" is being studied. Bauersfeld (1976) posed the following 
model for discussing mathematics instruction. 

Matter Meant 

Matter taught-,-----Matter learnt 
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Research in this area usually involves researchers and teacher teams. They 
carefully analyze mathematics and specify Instructional acts for themselves. 
Classroom behaviour of teachers and students is then studied using 
technologies, clinical methods and various instruments. The strc:lgth and 
importance of relationships in the "triangle" can be explicated. 

It should not be thought that these or any limited list of perspectives 
cover Canadian research. Because such research should have applicational 
goals, much of it is topical (for example, various studies on calculator 
use). This research needs to continue but its impact may be greater in 
some coordinated, cooperative or at least cross-informed scheme. The 
existence of such schemes may well be the reason for an organization of 
researchers in Canada. 

Thomas Kieren 
University of Alberta 



Research in Mathematics Education: Sug~estions for 

discussion. 

I Mathematics Education and Bcscarch in }1athcmatics EUuc.J.tion 

It is possible, that we have different conceptions of 

what mathematics education (didactique de 1a math§mat~que) 1S 

or should be and how research in mathematics education is to 

be carried out. It should be interesting to have a brief 

discussion on such a general topic in order to outline globa~

ly the field of mathematics education and to indicate roughly 

some domains of research in mathematics education. Some 

reflexions on methods used with respect to goals persu~d would 

have to be included in such a discussion if we wanted to esta

blish to what degree mathematics education is an autonomous 

science or what field of science it is a part of. 

II Documentation of current research (or research interest) 

in mathematics education (in Canada) 

It seems to me, that there is a lack of information on 

·'research carried out across Canada, on research interests 

manifested in different institutions as well as on competen

cies (in research in mathematics education) in the different 

Canadian Universities. It should be very useful to establish 

a short documentation of research being carried out at what 

place~ by whom, in what area and to what advancement. If we 

want to get an overview of the development and tendencies of 

research in mathematics education in Canada and if we want to 

encourage collaboration across Canada, such a documentation 

(to be revised periodically) should he of cruciel1 Importance. 
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III Goals of meetings of Canadian researchers in mathematics 

education 

I imagine, that the main goals of such meetings are 

-information on research in mathematics education; 

-clarification of research domains and goals through 

discussions amongst researchers of similar interests; 

and 

-coordination of related projects and collaboration 

of Canadian researchers. 

The means by which such goals Cor others) are to be achie

ved ought to be outlined or at least discussed at the Kingston 

meeting in June. Is it possible and realistic to establish a 

"Canadian Association of Researchers in Mathematics Education", 

given all the provincial, .P.omerican and international associations 

we are already meMbers of? Is there a Canadian perspective of 

or approach to mathematics education which would justify a 

'. Canadian Association? Should such an association be autonomous 

or affiliated with already existing Canadian associations (C~IC)? 

Could we achieve those goals by simply joining forces with in

terest groups like the. ~'Georgia Center for the Study of ~earning 

~nd Teaching of Mathematics"? Is it thinkable that more or less 

informal yearly meetings (like the one we are attending thi~ 

year), with reports and discussions on particular research pro

jects across Canada, are (for the time being) sufficient means 

to achieve those given goals? 

As I write those notes, I can't help thinking of the 

danger that we might lose much time discussing ways of orga

nising a Canadian Association instead of doing some construc

tive work in the field of rese~rch 1n mathematics education 

while we are together. So I hope, that organisational questions 
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and problems (as interesting and necessary they may be) won't 

prevail over actual research questions and problems we all 

have and which we would like to communicate to and to discuss 

with our collegues . 



Research in Mathematics Education - A Teacher Trainer'~ Approach* 

Dieter Lunkenbein 

Universite de Sherbrooke 

The Training of Teachers (of Mathematics) and Research 

The domain of competency of the University Teacher who 

is responsible for the training of Mathematics Educators or 

Mathematics Teachers is what is usually called Mathematics 

Education (didactique de la mathematique) or Mathematics 

Teaching (enseignement de la mathematique). This field of 

research activity is rather young and its description will 

have different nuances according to the main preoccupations 

of the researcher. From the point of view of the Teacher 

Trainer, Mathematics Education describes a field of study 

which includes the domain of Mathematics Teaching, but which 

'includes still other contributions which are neutral towards 
-, 

the teaching of mathematics. Amongst these latter contributions, 

one finds those that could be classified in the epistemology of 

ideas, the growth (genese) of mathematical notions in relation 

to the mental development of the learner and others. These 

contributions could certainly find a place (at least a peripheral 

one) in one or the other -of the resource sciences (like 

Mathematics, Pedagogy, Psychology, Sociology, etc.) and they 

share with these resource sciences a descriptive and normative 

character with respect to Mathematics Teaching. 

*) Prepared as a contribution to the discussions of the 

research group: Mathematics Education Study Group, 

Kingston, 1978. 
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The domain of Mathematics Teaching distinguishes itself by 

its prescriptive and constructive character: its contributions 

study systematically the practice of the teaching of Mathematics 

from the point of view of the teacher in order to develop an 

optimal p1anification and efficient instructional material. 

WITTMANN (1975) compares this part of Mathematics Education 

with the engineering sciences, particularly with operations 

research, where the system of the teaching of Mathematics is 

analyzed and studied systematically. 

We tried to picture some relations between Mathematics 

Education and its resource sciences on the one hand and 

between Mathematics Education and the practice of the teaching 

of Mathematics on the other in a schema like this: 

Psychology 

Practice of teaching 

School reality 

Pedagogy 

Curriculum development 

Figure 1 
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The main purpose of this picture is to communicate the 

conception of the domain of Mathematics Teachin~ as the part 

of Mathematics Education which has a special concern for 

school reality, without excluding from Mathematics Education 

those contributions that do not take in account school reality 

explicitely. 

Another particularly important aspect of the domain of 

Mathematics Teaching is its multidisciplinarity. In effect, it 

has to take in account a multitude of theoretical reflections 

(concerning parts of Mathematics, Psychology, Sociology, 

Educational Philosophy, etc.), to consider their relevance 

for a special purpose at a given time and to integrate them 

in such a manner, that they will form a well balanced, 

continuous and realistic teaching unit. In other parts of 

Mathematics Education, one can. consider just some special 

aspects of the whole domain, but in Mathematics Teaching one 

has to face the global and synthetic character of the process 

,of teaching· (and learning) in a normal classroom setting. 

This domain of Mathematics Teaching seems to be the natural 

field of study for the trainer of teachers of Mathematics. 

Research in this field has not yet been well established but 

is of greatest need since it provides the teacher with 

sugge~tions of applications of theoretical or particular 

findings to normal classroom situations. 

Research in Mathematics Teaching 

The careful development. of teaching units, its applications 

and evaluations and, subsequently, its modificatiolls are the 

characteristics of this kind of research. It seems to involv-e 

a process of systematic refinement and adjustment, which leads 

gradually to teaching units or learning sequences, the foundations 
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of which are more and more explicit and the effects of which 

are better and better known or predictable. Suth a process 

has been described by LUNKENBEIN (1977) as a working model 

which, certainly, will have to be detailed and modified 

according to relevant experience. 

First experiences confirm the complexity of the enterprise 

resulting from the simultaneous consideration of a great variety 

of factors involved. At the same time they indicate particular 

fields of investigations necessary for the satisfactory solution 

of partial problems. Amongst others, we need here: 

a. Investigations of mathematical nature: how can particular 

mathematical topics be "structured" in order to be accessible 

to a given group of learners (without blocking further 

development at a later st~ge)? 
,. 

b. Investigations of psychological nature: what do results 

of learning experiments mean for the classroom teaching 

situation? Also, what is the relevance of the notion of 

grouping in the context of mathematics teaching? 

c. Investigations of evaluation methods: how does one evaluate 

the efficiency of teaching units according to the aims and 

processes involved. 

Series of teaching units are then to be organized and 

related in order to be integrated into and organic program. 

Thus, considerations of curricular nature must not be neglected 

in this kind of research. 
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By its global and synthetic character, research In Mathematics 

Teachings seems to be, if not a central, at least an essential 

part of research in Mathematics Education. It applies findings 

of theoretical and particular kinds to the classroom situation 

and, in turn, motivates and stimulates investigations of more 
specific character. 

Reference: 

WITTMANN, E. (1975), Didaktik der Mathematik als Ingenieur -

wissenschaft, Neue Sammlung, Gettinger Zeitschrift fUr Erziehung 

und G~sellschaft, 15. Jahrgang, Heft 4, 328-336. 

LUNKENBEIN, D. (1977), Rationalising Teaching Interventions -

A Working Model of a Process of Research in Mathematics Teaching, 

Educational Studies in Mathematics 8, 271-293. 



=.Jyai :;elson 

~~e failure of ~a~hematics ~nstruc~ion to develop 

:~oblem solving skills is well enougn documen~ed but 

~~e form it often ~akes can perhaps Des~ De illu3~rateu 

";7 2.escr~bing an inc~dent that llappened a few years ago. 

- concel'ns ~=uce. a neighbor t1.gJ, who at the time was 

: ~lntt grace student. ~hat Bruce lacKed in general 

~a:~e~atical ajility he more than made up for in his en

~~~3las~ f~~ en~ag~ng in ;roblems of a practical nature. 

nenever _ ~ntered ~y cOIDDination garage and workshop 

'ome sixt!1 sense informed Bruce that an opportunity for 

~xerClSl~~ n~3 favorite problem solving ability was in 

:::e making. ;~e always appeared in less than five m~nu te~. 

n this particular day I was completing d workbench 

~na ~ruce was my willing helper. 1 had put aside a good 

;lece of 1 ~y 4 lumber which I intended to cut into three 

3trips of equal width to trim along the front of the 



[' ne tlench was I.:'; r(~e t lonl'; ."1nd the ~j foo t boara 

.oi0uld. ~':::ov.lde ,lust enough for the tri:~ <I.nu tne fi tting. 

~~en ~ruce understooQ wnat was to GP ~one ~e offerea to 

~lr~ ~he 80ara for sawing. 

:-' i s fir s t s t e p w d. S tad i vi ri e 4 \ the wid t t 0 f the 

~~ard in lnches, so he thought) Dy three. He got ~ 
-' 

The trouble was that the units in his calcu-

lations did not jibe with any of the units on the square 
1 

~e was using. He fin~ally decided to estimate 1~ inches 
./ 

~nd did indeed measure quite precisely but the last mark 

~as obviously much closer to the edge of the board than 

it should be. ~nyone familiar with lumber knows that 

the width of boards is usually the width before planing. 
h 

\':illing of a 4 inch board reduces its width to about ~ 

inches. That se~med to explain to Bruce's satisfaction 

~hy the second mark was always closer to the edge than 

i: sho'.lld be. 

~hen I suggested he measure the board and found it 

:0 be only }t inches wirie he looked a bit confused but 

'"ent on · .... ith a revised calculation. He divided ~ (the 

~easure in inches he had obtained) by 3 ~nd though the 

~::l:r.putation gave him some trouble he finally cot 12i. 
:·· ... enty-r'ourths were not marked on the square of course 

~nd he cian't even attempt to estimate. ~e just gd.ve up. 
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2.!".Ql.Ce. 

• .. V· ,.., ..... r • ..,.--~ 

: .1 .,J u..ct.t.; 

~;vte that the ~ositioning of the square puts "the 

~e~~ex of the right ~n~le on one edge of the board and 

:~e 6 on the othe~. ~hen marKS ~re maae ~t 2 and 4. 

:he square is moved along the board ana the ~rocess 

:,:,'?;:eated. The ~arKS are joined as shown in ?igure 2. 

-.- .-- --. ---.- - -.- -
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I.;: .::0 V lilln,; mc.1rKl!L, 

~~e ~nderlyin~ ~lementary ~eometrlc ~rlnciple is 

:riangles j~~ is sometimes introGucea p~rlier In con-

~ection wlth parallel lines and transversals. bruce 

~ad recently made a rather th~~ough stUGY of similar 

:riangles in his ninth grade mathematics course so I 

~referred to relate it to that. Ihe more I tried the 

~ore obvious it became that Bruce was not buying that 

3i~ilar triangle thing. His question was: i.ow could 

~i~ilar triangles be involved when you didn't even have 

:0 draw a triangle? After a few more half-hearted 

~ttempts it was my t~rn to give up; which I did. """hat 

;rocedures would have to be developed in ~athematics 

instruction to make the parallel structure of pnysical 

situations and the related mathematical notions more 

apparent to the learner'?dhat research methods and 

;rocedures snow the best potentlal for ~nswering these 

~he oeject 01 this paper lS to 2a~gest ~ ~ener81 

prooeaure for aoing rese6rch in problem solvlng and to 

::escri::Je some studies in which ~n attem}:t waa ~or is 

~eing) made to ~pply the proceuure. 



~l.C:S. _':-.e :~osi:'ion t-l'i.en nere 1:-> tr:at Wl' ;:~:e~l t.O E.now 

). :.:reat c.ec_l more-it-out how chil(lren le(~rn to structure 

~~elr world and how tneir real experiences interact in 

':":'.3:,ruction to result in learnlng uasic :Tl<--!.ttlematical 

~tr~ctures. It is ass~~ed that investigcttions lnvolving 

;r081e:ns of real or practical significance to chilaren 

is the best way to be~in. The discussion wlil be mainly 

csncerned with elementary school ~Ge chilGren ana younger. 

:f we look in at any class of elementary school 

cnildren there would be general agreement that the basic 

reason for giving them instruction in mathematics would 

be to help them solve problems which they are likely to 

~eet in their daily living. Yet the methods usually 

adopted in teaching mathematics at this level tends to 

foster the growth of a skein of mathematical ideas, pro

cess and skills which seem to have little or no connec

tion with the real world experlences or problems faced 

by the child. _'l.nalysis of the resul ts of the National 

~ssessment of Educational Progress in mathematics (M. T., 

:ctober 1975) revealed th~t while elementary school 

children ndd developed considerable computational skill 

yet they iacked even such fundamental problem solving 

:_'rocess as "checking the correctness or reasonaoleness 

Df ,~ resul-t, or maKing dn estimate ••• It 



:!e~s ndVe ~heir source In real ~orl~ ~x~~rlenceB so 

~ethods oi t~achin~ rely to a ~redter or _~~Her ~xtent 

on :.-e(~l ;::::oblems or : .... t le:lst on :;nni;':".ll~itlon of con-

crpte :r:aterials. .dter the first :i~,ir .)r t ..... o of elemen-

:ary ~choo~ ::1':1.thematics, T.eachinf~ "ter.l1S l.e~s :::1na. less -:0 

be concerned with real world proble~s ana. their solutions 

and ~ore ~nd more with computation ana hith the symbolic 

or ~tstract aspect of mathematics. 

:et me hasten to paint out this is certainly not 

2n indictment of teachers presently offering instruc-

~ion in elementary school mathematics. In the first 

place research has very little to say to them about the 

precise role problem applications have in mathematics 

:earning nor how mathematical structures, once attained 

by the child, find easy applications in the solution of 

~veryQay ~roblems. In the second place some so-callea 

ex;erts in early mathematics learning recommend that t~e 

;:::-ocesses dnd skills 01.' mathematics snould be learneCl 

~nj ~r:at <.::.;::plications can and shoul.d ce found later. 

:'):eir ~r{=,-ument hinges C:iround the real or imagine a di1'-

~iculty ln finding any but trlvial applications in t~e 

Finally, collections of ~pplications and 

~pplication ideas available to teachers are apt to in-

cl~de very few which would be appropriate at the elemen-

:~ry ~chool level. 



toe 0 r. s t ru c t a 

_,:y:r.OOl.1C forr:: for si.mple \li'/ision l.Slng rertl. procl.ems. 

~o ~eep ~t 3i~ple the teacher neciaes to be concernea 

Jn1y with measurement divi3io~; ~hat is the form of 

division which specifies the numoer ~n each group and 

-::s;-..l.lres :::at the nLlmber of :'TCT::;S ::Je~iound. 

::'he teacner carefully constructs ;,i lC:i.yout which, 

let us say, consists of seven joined enclosures to re-

0resent stalls and fifteen horses which are to be placed 

in the stalls, three per stall. ~ protocol is then 

8arefully worked out which specifies exactly how the 

~roblem is to be presented. This protoco~, in short, 

tells the child how ~any horses are to occupy each stall 

-::.nd also asks "the question, "In how many stalls will 

:tere be three horses?" 

~-:ost chilo.ren would have 1i ttle difficul ty in placing 

:he hors~s as required in the stal.ls, counting the occupied 

3talls anu supplying tne answer. One should note that 

:he ~anipulation can be done as easily whether the Chilo. 

~nows the total number of horses to begin with or not. 

In fact, there is no reason apparent to the child for 

~~1. vine; tne 1nforma ti on. Yet if tilis 1::; to ue related 
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to Phe ~y~colic or computational form, most teachers I 

~Ge~) wo~~~ write ~own the number :.fteen and proceed 

~':;en 

Then 

!hen 

• h 
I / 

5 I 15 

to indicate the alvision 
;;rocess. 

to inJicate tne numDer in each 
stall. 

to indichLe that there will 
be horses in five of the 
stalls. 

Eow can the process expressed in symbols De related 

to the actual manipulation or problem solution when the 

very first number to be .wri tten down in symbols is not 

needed at all to do the real problem? ~o research I 

Know provides any definitive help to the teachers in 

this situation. 

Sup~ose the teacner had decided instead of horses 

and stalls to set up ~ problem in which items of cargo 

n~a to be loaded onto a trucK. The items might be f1f-

teer. :lock~ and the problem to load a toy truck from a 

loarier which carries three blocks at a time ana to find 

~ow ~ar.y loads the loader will h~ve to take to get all 

the DloCKs onto tne truck. Changing the substance of 

the ~i:u~tion h~s not made the need to know the total 

~f ~~~oer of :lOCKS ~ny more apparent. 

:;;. 
t .. : 

The real problem 



~ -

: ,n 8e :-;olyt>tit~-' ' .... ell ' .... nether the tOLd. numuer to Der;ln 

~lth is ~n0wn 0r not. 

'lt ::lis ;)art.icuL.l.T :3ituation ::-.l;3 emoenciea in it 

- ~~rther ~2culi~rity ~s well. The re 1 S no f:uaran tee 

~nce the ~ruck nas been loaded that it would be ap-

:arent to~ ~any loads the loader hac taken. l'he child 

~oulc ~~ve had to Know in advance that some means would 

~ave to ~e ~o~nd which would preserve the integrity of 

~ach group so they could be counted in the end or some 

::-lent.al re'::Jni would have to be kept of the number of 

loads. T~ere is no such requ~rement in the horse and 

~:all example. 

~~ 0 doubt children would as likely encounter one of 

:hese situations in reality as the other. Eut no re-

~earch eXlsts to indicate which mi6~t be more efficient 

~~ ~elpi~i :he child understand the process of division 

~r =eeing sense in its symbolic representation. One 

~ight hy;othesize that there is enough difference in 

:he two solutions that learning the symbolic form would 

~ctua11y i~terfere with solving the problem with objects 

:"eC1.r:11n~ tne process of division is further com

;:licated :::eCetuse sometimes remainaers are .involvea and 

:he child h~s to exercise keen juagement in order to give 



,. , 
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., -.ch e~,r~.i. ;:rou~ ' .. men the number ')1 ;~roups l~) Known • 

. '" r"'::':.tc-;iir. t::~ :'eaL ;';01'1. d p 1'0 b1 ems could be sol ved 

~e~l:ly ~y ~anipulation without eve~ ~nowlng tne total 

:1umoer of ob,jects ,· .. hile the symbolic form requires it 

lS ~ 3~art. ~esearch has reveale~ that few children 

~p to the ~ge of eight or nine have an entirely systema-

tic way of partitioning objects (~ourgeois ana Nelson) 

bu~ there is ~o research that direc~s the teacher in 

the best way to teach partitioning so it becomes a 

:1atural, systematic process for the child, readily re-

lated to a symbolic representation. 

~his example serves to illustrate some of the com-

plications which must be faced when a decision is made 

to use practical problems and their solutions as the 

basis for even a fundamental mathematical operation. 

:f those outlined were the only complications encountered 

the course of research could be fairly specifically 

:napped out. Some other complications are to be discussed 

:ater but are outlined in bourgeois and Nelson (1977). 

In spite of the difficulties associated with using 

real problems to help build up mathematics few would 

recommend trying to do it without the use of such p~oblema. 
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!n fact if there had to be a choice the child would 

~robably be better ~erved learnin~ the process ~n the 

real situation than to have to learn some vaguely under-

stood symbolic form. ?uture research ~ay reveal, in 

f~ct, that children need to have a very clear idea of 

~ow to solve various problems in real situations with 

real objects over an extended period of time before any 

attempt at all is made to render such solutions in sym-

bolic form. that research would have to depend on care-

ful observations of childish responses and extensive 

descriptions of variations in procedures. 

:f a basic aim of elementary school instruction in 

~athematics is to assist children in solving various 

practical problems that occur in their daily lives; if 

practical problems and experiences, ~t least in the early 

stages, provide the actual basis for mathematical learning 

~nd understanding and if we are to understand the com-

plex interactions which occur on the interface of develop-

ing mathematical struc~ures and related experiences in 
.' ... '#. 

~he real world then~i~ is clear that a great deal of 

emphasis must be placed on problem solving research. 

:_x::o rta ti on, te s timonial d nd spe cu 1<:1 tion ;nus t be replaced 

~y empirical data which will proviue more definitive 

6uiaance for plannin6 learnin~ experiences in elementary 

3ctool matnematics. 
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~ r~.l c t. 1 C :; ~ ;; rob 1 em 

';58:r:;11 t.0 ::1E' ;:ersor.. .... ·ho lS exrectec to SOl. ve it. 

~t ~~ ~iti~ately to be ~ par: of matnematics instruction 

~r ~ettematics 1earninl~ it would certainly have to have 

some readily ic.er..tifia.ble mathematics si~nificanace. 

-= nat sic;r..if icance 0 bviously ·..:ou1d :1" ve 1:0 be rela tea 

:0 tte ~a1:urity, experlence and interests of those ex-

;ec1:ed to solve the problem. 

;:.n:rone preparing to do researCh around prac1:ical 

~roblems would be advised to adopt something like these 

or Oltter cri teria or e;uidelines in creating, selecting 
~". 

:::.nd Cfens 1:ructing problem 5i tua tions to be used in such 

rese~rch. ~t any ra1:e this ~ppear5 to be a ~ore sensible 

~pproach 1:han to try to work out 20me Kind of definition 

of practical problems or of ~roblerr. solving. .jets of 

criteria for problems ena problem solving wouie prObably 

~i~fer fro~ investigator to investigator and would r..o 

:~~8~ reflect ~ore precisely tne inuividual's own con-

~e:: of ~hat ~ proolem lB. ~roviaeQ crlteria or guiae-

:i~es for construction of problem ~ltuations and related 

~roblems ~re clearly stated and fai1:hfully ~pplied then 

the el"fects of any particular criterion could readily 



~l~~e~ence~ In c~iteria or guidelines usee o~ !lfferent 

i~veHtl~a:ors ~re of little concern ~roviain~ sets of 

2':1 teria :!re carefully formulated c.nd provision made in 

:~e rese~rch to eval~ate them. 

If ;ractical problems, cons~ructed according to 

ldentifiable guidelines or criteria, ~re to form the 

basis for empirical research there dre a number of 

further conditions which have to be met. In the first 

;lace t~e problem situation and associated physical 

~pparatus would have to be carefully constructed and 

their specifications clearly described. The examples 

in the previous section indicate how two practical 

Situations, both seemingly involving identical aspects 

of measurement division and which could meet similar 

construction criteria, might stimulate two quite dif

:erent sets of responses on the part of Children to 

the process of measurement division. 

~S long as it is clear under which set of conditions 

~mpiricai data are to be collected no ~reat difficulty 

in their interpretation is likely to occur. Indeed, 

:::;llbtle cnanF;es in.condi tions and their effects on children's 



:'espons~s .1re ;:reclsely whdt this type of research i3 

hest jesi~ned to cldrify. Distortions in interpretation 

'NouLd te almost cert.ain to occur in the ,,~t;~ence of pre

~ise information on the nature or these two dituations. 

;'.eJ.a ted :.0 this req'J.iremen t cine! of equal importance 

1S the r.ecessity of ~orKlng out very precise protocols 

for ~resentir.g the problems to children. l'he context in 

which a problem is presentea may have a profound influence 

on the way children respond to i~. ~hether the proolem 

i~ -;;resented to a group of children or to E:.n individual 

child has to be clearly stated. Lifferences in language 

'J.sed to describe the problem and suggestions or instruc

tions about t.he form responses will take are likely to 

te most critical. Other considerations are wnether one 

protlem precedes another or whether specific instruction 

was given sometime prior to the cnild's response. 

ever ver:alizatlons or directions are given to the child 

should oe acc'J.rately reported along with E:.n E:.ccurate 

report of the child's response. 

:::nce sucr: protocols are established t1:ere 0hould 

~e no substantial deviation from them. ::'eviations from 

~rotocol fro~ cnila to child will make any interpreta

~ion of responses extremely difficult if not ~ltogether 

ihen worKing with pre-school chiLdren, es-

;ecially tnree ~nd four ye~r 011s, investi~ators will 



;cormrilly be tempted to modify :~I'OCe,1Ures .i.~ ,t ~,lllll 

~hows any fear or rpluctance to ~8Sronu. tempti.iticns 

should ~~ overcome. 

clearly described means as part of the ~rotocol to ~l-

leviate any fear or reticence prlor to ~reEen~lnG the 

;:;rotlem. 

~he ultimate purpose of problem solving research 

at this level is to obtain informat~on whlcn can De used 

to improve instruction in mathematlcs. '::"he :'irst step, 

however, is far removed from this ultimate goal. ~ 

great deal of information about how cr~ldren respond to 

specific problems selected on the basis of specific 

criteria must be amassed before they have any applica-

tion in day to day instruction. The state of the art 

~t this ~iffie would suggest that a clinical situation in 

which Children respond individually should dominate the 

:-::ethodology. If time has to be spent developing this 

methodology it should be considered part of the task 

'~'e Cire facing. It has to be admitted that clinical re-

search has not been developed to a 6reat extent in North 

~merican mathematics education and it is important that 

;art of re~orts of clinical studies should te devoted 

to a discussion of the specific methodology used. 

In the absence of detailed information about how 

children will respond to pxactical, concrete problems 

in a clinical situation it is difficult to set up in 
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,:,.; 

l.nVe~ltll~rttors ha've 

'ls(>n .uhllO or vldeo L1P~ which \ioe~, tJrovide ;1. reliaole 

'~lli fai thful :TIednG 81 C0.11ectln~ such aata. :;0 informa-

:lon need De lost dnd ~nalysis Cd~ ~roceeQ as time ~er-

;.l.:;8 "J.sing ;iny nu:r.uer of scnemf?S · ... !11ch show some prom1se 

8f ;roviding lnsight into the meanlng of childish res-

~8nses t8 the ;roblpm. Each sc~e~e can De a~plied 

=imply by running the tape through again. 

:ntroducing (into the clinical situation) the techno-

logical devices necessary for such recording, however, 

;roduces its own peculiar problems. The situation which 

contains two or three video cameras with recorders along 

with the technical personnel required to operate them 

can be disturbing to children and may substantially alter 

their responses from those which ~lght be obtained in 

a less busy atmosphere. Measures taken to simplify the 

technical set-up and to ease the situation are as likely 

dS not to result in an inferior record or incomplete 

data. In spite of these disadvantages some form of 

recording all of the responses of cnildren seems to be 

~anaatory at least in the early stages of such explora-

tory research. 

~ne difficulty that cannot be overemphasized is 
~. 

the expense connected with collectin~and analysing auaio 

~nd video records of children'S responses. .6ven the most 
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-'X.l!-ts -,..'hlcn will ,~plect out <1i.l :,::l~ ;,.:::port<:int responses 

~ s the y .) c Cll r • Sut the flexibilit:r' <,nd richness of taped 

l-.t:=: is ~lt or:ce Cl ~erious source or' concern. " scheme 

or set of schemes, as often as not, have to emerge from 

the data themselves which involves vlewing taped seg-

~ents over and over again. 

\ot only is it difficult to aevise and select an 

encoding scheme which wil] permit convenient analysis 

~ut the sheer logistics of finding wanted tape segmen~s 

in reel after reel of similar segmen~s can be overwhellIl-

=:here d.re few investigators ..... ho nave the tolerance 

re~uired to encode taped material or to devise encoding 

schemes for ~ore than two or three hours at a time with 

:he level of ~lertness required by the task. "rihere re-

~earch has ~o be conducted in the f~ce of budget limita-

:ions it is i~portant that the investigator make an 

Gccurate assessreent of the time that analysis will take 

"ir:d to ~d~ust the ~mount of data collected accordingly. 

=t is better ~o collect only those uata which can be 

~n~lyseQ witt ~vail~tle resources tn~n to collect large 

~~sses of dat~ hnu nope that funds can be fauna even-

:~~lly to dn~iyse them. it is my Guess that there ~re 

:';,,", ny [lours of Ci.l.re fully co 11 ectea td.ped data ly ing around 

ri~ht :10W wditlng for dnal~sis which will never be done 
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~'t-'C:.iuse fun·L, 'l'illl !1'-'ver oe dvailaDLe for the 'tnalysL3 • 

. . 

:.eca.'..lse :heir ;tdvi~)or3 or .:-eferees ,t1'e .l6nor2.nt of the 

: o'..;er (Cine t~xpense) of us ing the med i u:r.. 

~hat has been said here ~bout ~ethodology in problem 

~olving research may suggest a rather narrow view of the 

~cope of such research. It is admittedly a narrow view 

but one which is taken to emphasize the need to make 

accurate observations of children's responses and behaviors 

'",hen confronted with real, concrete, significant problems. 

';';12 need to get a clearer picture of how children construct 

1:heir own reality, T,o/'ha't problem sol ving.1fabili ties they 

possess a't various levels and how these abilities develop 

'",i th age and experience, what part spontaneous language 

~lays in their cons'tructions, how they in'teract with 

various visual and verbal stimuli in solving problems, 

and how their real experiences are used to build the 

:nen'tal structures we call mathematics. These and related 

~'..lestions have to be answerd before we can confidently 

:~ddre'ss the intricate instructional and curricular 
'. 

~~estions which is our ultimate tasK.> 

LP to this ~oint research in all aspects of mathema-

tics education has emphasized experlmentation and the 

need to fina Ci theory to account lor learning phenomena. 
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I. (?,lrn.ln,k, ::1 tUdtlons. In tneir ;,ttempt3 to ;,c:.pl:r th(~ 

::lethOllS of the ;lhysicCil sciences resedrcher~') lorget 

that deve~opment ln aisclpllnes 3ucn as phYS1CS, chemlstry 

~nd biology were preceeded by years of 31mple ocserva-

tion and description. If we are going to make signifi-

cant progress in research involving practical problems 

it is essential that the phase which is charaterized by 

observation and description precede serious attempts to 

experiment or to develop a theory. 

~ome Outcomes of Research Involving 

~eal or Practical Problems 

~his section will be devoted to describing certain 

~spects of two lines of research involving practical 

problems ana currently being conducted at the University 

of Alberta. ~he main procedures and methodology of 

toth emphasize observation ana description. 'tihil e they 

do not define the scope of such research they do provide 

sd~les of a kind of methodology that shows process. 

Th~ first project was designed by ~elson and Sawaaa 

;,nli is concerned wi th responses of children in the a6e 
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Eroolems i~volveu the following 

:-::"~he:nc.tic3.l. ;;rocesses or notions: ,iivision ~measurement 

~nc parti~ive); iocatinb positions i~ two and three 

di~ensional space; sequences, geometric constructions, 

;redicti~~ ~ovement in a plane and f~ctoring. C=iterla 

:01' :~e construction of these problems appears else-

' .. ;here. (:ielson ~ ~a'ilada, 1975) 

~arr.pling of responses was arranged to account for 

ievel.opment of responses across the age range with longi-

tudinal verification after one year. 3arnpling procedures 

also took into account the effect of order of presenta-

:ion of 2. problem and its equivalent." Res-pofl&e.s of 

the children at each age level as they interacted with 
~.., i.t -' V 

./ ..--

six ;roblems at each the cross sectional and longitudi-~ 

:l:il 8.spects of the study we-re recorded on video tape. 
, ~cc 

?o!' the cross sectional sampline; there were ten children , I-"~" 
..... --'-

~ho did the problem in each case ana five of them also 

'lid its ec;,'.livalent. in the longituuinal aspect there 

', .. 21'S 30me attritioftbut the plan 'NaS for ten children 
'";.,: 

to do the equlvale~t ana five to uo tne related problem~./ 

:ata were subsequently analysea Dy viewlng the taped 



~o <ro· .... O'.lt 01 the ;Jbsprvations. :, i~: ci pline dccoun ts 

i,::elson; :<elson ana :...;awc1da; .::-oargeois (;l.nU :;elson; ;;elson 
. , , 
t.leren). Analyses for some of the p ro'Dlems have 

~ot ye~ been completed. 

~he ~ther project to be consiaered was designed by 

?:ieren and was preceded by a careful analysis of possible 

,- interpretations of the rational number constructs. i\.ieren 

identified seven interpretations for fractional and 

rational numbers: 

- fractions 

- decimals 

- ordered pairs (equivalent classes) 

- measures 

- 1uotients 

- operators 

- ratios 

~'::e cogni ti ve and instructional structures re-

t~ired for DuilCling a rational number construct as 

;t ... .;~estec by l'.ieren ~ire: pdrt-whole relationships, 

r~tios, iuotients, ~easures ana operators. i·'or each 



:::e .:-;Cime erl terLl for eon3tr~le:.:.ng ;:;roolems used 

2'; ::.,lson 2~nd ~<lwaaa were used by !"~ieren to ~sather infor-

child's notion of ratlonal numbers as opera-

~';:e o;:;e r~l tor no ti on is based :):1 ;:-:e enani sms whi ch 

~ap a se~ (or region) multiplicatively onto another set • 

.. : ".~ :'or 4" operator would map a llomain element 16 onto 

~ ~ange elemen~ 12 while a i operator maps a region onto 

a similar region reduced in size.) 

:he practical problem consisted of a card stacking 

machine whose input could be compared with an output 

to define the nature of the operator. Observations of 

forty-five children in the a~e ran~e d years 11 months 

~a 14 years 7 months and descriptions of their responses 

:0 these kinds of situations have oeen described. ( Kieren 

:-.nc ::elson) 

~ere again no codin6 scheme w~s ueveloped in advance 

the observations of Children as they 

:olvec problems in the situations as outlined. 

~ith no hypotheses to reject what is the form that 

~eDorts of such observations take~ ~an the reEults be 

';;:)ed ~s .~ DdSis for more formal experimental research'! 

'. r e n e '11 i. n S 1 Fj h t sin t a c hi lui 3 h be (Fi v lor pas sib 1 e wit h 



e~3e~:ial or re~uired. The protocols aeveloped for 

:::1" :.':: l so:'. <::c. ..:;a. ..... auc. :-3 tudy prov i ('!. e:1 f or ~:;up port in 

c~se cti:dren di1 not respond cut :~e precc.utions ..... ere 

~ou::d :0 te ~nnecessary ~na ..... ere not included in the 

iongi:~dinal sa~pling. In most cases children were 

~o: only ;r~pared bu~ ..... ere eager to respona in a physical 

~nlS phenomena was no more apparent in younger than 

i~ alder cnildren even though tne older ones may have 

t~en ~tle :0 respona symbolically. ,'.nyone aoing research 

':':-.':C':"-:i:'.;'; real, practical problems need have no fear of 

illy reluctance on the part of children -- even the very 

young -- to respond eagerly (for the most part) in a 

reaaily interpretable manner. 

;:ri.::u;. rilL-~es:ok--e--ve-I'-b-a-l----p€ spons es 'J pon taneous 1 an

~~~ge used by the children was of cons~der~ble lnterest. 

~h~re '..-8.5, .Ior example, in the ::el:,on ana :::;awadd. study 

;, noticeable chi-t!1",;e in language function e::.cross the age 
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:u t, yoan,:e r c :a..i.. J ren ~!0 eo 1. <.iIlt:Uo,::(! .~ I. t. ens.l. vel y to monl tor 

! :1e i r ~i c t 1 Q t1 S • ~n f::ct wi, ttl three '~I1U four year olds 

;~rticul~rly, ~he ldngu~Ge often defin~G so~e ~roblem 

~ther than the inte~ded one. ~lder children on the 

other hand, used language to pose Q~estions in order to 

~larify ~ore ~recisely what problem t~ey were expected 

to selve. ?ive children older than five altered the 

~roblem to s~it themselves. 

:'rovoked language, as in the exploratory study re-

;orted by i\.ieren ana ~; el son (1978) can provide rather 

clear insights into children's modes of thought in 

deal1ng with problems. ~hen asked to describe how they 

thought the fraction machine functioned, for example, 

it YS.S clear that many children thought subtracti vely 

';.,~Q not ~ultiplicatively. For example, in looking at 

the 7' operator such children would 3ay it's sUbtracting 

;:; \ - ) , it's subtracting 10 (30 20) c..~d thus 

never focussed on the constant multiplier invo~ved. 

::Her;;retation of lc..nguage function may f!o .. V8 Deen 

.:.:::proveG. In some lnstances 11' an expert in tr.t; l.an/;uage 

~evelopment of children hCid been part of the l~vestigat-

.:.n6 teams. ~hose proposlng to ao research in the pro-

~le~ ~olvinp: area would ClO well to recruit such 8. person 



in ~he ~arly pldnnin~ sta~es. 

-.i 8 reI'. ::, in the process 01 ex pI oring in i,rea ter 

jecth the role of the ODerator in the development of 

the rational number construct in children. The main 

:hrust of this research will be to investigate more 

thoroughly the tendency of children to think suotractively 

rather than xultiplicatively when working with operators 
""':: ._~ ... t---- L<-\..o\... #'''''-'\...-f~~ .... '-<.J- _-1 ~ ...... ~ ._ 1.1-\..r~ ,,'<.'\.....,._-... ........ vn~- .......... -~-

·"";.nQ t!'l.e= impo:rtant role one n..a.l.f plays-in-the-----e-arl--y-s--t-ages .• 

:t snould be noted that in the exploratory study nearly 
1 

all children mastered the ~ task but when faced with 
:;: 

the 4 task on the machine the vast majority of children 

under 12 would give 12 as an output for an input of 24. 
-, 

~uestioning revealed that they knew it was not a 2 

machine but when confused would respond as if it were. 
1 

:he glooal role of ~ in early thinking obviously needs 
,-

careful investigation. 

" third !~nction of Kieren's exploration will be 

:0 :race the develo;1ng ability of children to move from 

func~ioninb ·"..i th uni t operators to tunctioning wi th all 

forrros. of o;erators. rhe method will be clinical and 

-,.,.-ill emphasize careful 0 bservations and cescri p tions 

Ji how Children respond to protocol proolems involving 

Jperators • 

.. :1 -+:r1e \elson ~nd ..)owac1a study there were twelve 

;roblem ~itu~tions lor more precisely, 8ix pairs of 



. ','OUt:~ 01' -::,i:':!"ic'cls which cnil,:rf'l1 could :nanipuJ.d'Ce 

:',1 0:-·ie!" ':0 :-:olve (iS00c~ateu pr(,Dl'~!TIs. :~S pointed out 

: ,?~'0re t~,t':,e ',·;as ::0 r.'eluctance or. tne ;:::lr~ or' enj ldr~r; 

. -' ,~. " ; to problems because of vari0~~ 

" --.: S.:.'.;9..i. clw.racteri5tics of the 5i tUe 

of children to focus on The cr . 

. ' ",'" p r·S'ven ted them from :naKJ.!1g g: 

~Ohl~ chi,ldren would not park all 

'_ .. C:". _.~. : ... : t:: .. :: 

':.":=:j rc::used to park cars on the "grc;"~"" 

._ th.cee year old was so in teres>-:ed 

o:he iil2 . .,~e 2..l1c' :11od';i of plastic cars used in the paT.\{:_7:'!~_ 

lot problem (locating positions in two dimensions) that 

~e lorgot the rules given for parKing. 

'.:.':--.e 'lulnerabili ty of children to suen diutractions 

13 not !'lew. ~t is evident in the now conservation behavior 



"'l"""r' wr'o c"nnot ,.".',., ...... --hett'pr" • ~ ~ ... : \Jr, ..... ':., .. .. ( :.. "- '-...I J. '" ... , P_ ~ • " '. I't.i. "'... .... _ _,4.. \4 

~:-'.J:J..C:-::= 7;8 8.'11l.riren 'tie have ~o ~e ,;.~le to prel1.lct with 

~o~e co~fiience l~s in the conserv~tion phenOmenh) what 

l~terfeye with the ctild's aoility ~o cope with the 

:.::;roblem. 

':".'1e information from the Nelson and Sawada study 

indlcat~n6 the tendency of children to be distracted or, 

~ore precisely, to respond to distrac~ing elements of 

:he si~u~tion has led to more searching clinical study 

-,.-i th t!':i E -;:henomena (Bana ana l'l el son, 1977; Sana and 

~Q'7Ql 
1 ...: f v / • ~lthough the work is far from complete 

~. -~.: ~~ ~ ... _~~.I"-'-

:hese s~udies have revealed some interesting resu~ts. .~~ 

:0 be distractea if when the distracting element is 

~rou~ht into play it provides a pl~usible alternative 

problem for the child to solve. 2here is also some 

~'lidence to support the contention that the way a pro-

slern is poseo can determine whether a child will be <11s-

trrtctea or not. 'tinether these two observations can be 

verified and if so whether they are in fact, part of 

rhe ~Gtme Qifficulty depends on further carefully designed 

(;lin.lc<~ .:::'eseCirch ..... .lth i-:.ppropriate proolem settings. 
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~henpvpr children in tne ~elson rlnd ~awada study 

~ere re~Ulreu to predict an outcome there was a distinct 

:-.~ 1 uct;1nce on the part of many to . \ t tempt to do so. In 

;:';:~ct, r.earl.y ::::111' of the children .,.;ross the d{-.;e range 

refused to predict without considerable urging.rhe 

~roportion of those who were reluctant to predict showed 

:ittle change from three to eignt years. The same 

phenomena shows up in the Kieren study as these older 

children also appeared more happy to say nothing than 

to be wrong. It is not clear at this point what the 

true di~ensions of this phenomena are. If it were school 

induced it is not likely it would manifest itself so 

strongly in pre-school children. 

There are some specific outcomes which warrant men

tion here as examples of the kind of information research 

involving real problems is likely to reveal. 

:t is generally coneeded that partitive division 

~;:: c. :::ore di:'ficul t ~rocess for young Children than 

~e~sure~ent division • ~n any case, making groups of a 

. -opecific size cc::..n be :nore easily systematized than parti-

f' 0 ... objects into smaller groups. 

;hildren In thlS stuny had no completely systematic way 

']~' ;:::.!'tl :ionin,; ':::"rl(i c;eneri:11Iy founa these p<irti tioning 

~:ro~le!T.s rr:ore !lifficul t except '"",nen in measurement riivi-

,:ion ::'0 ;,rOV131.0n W<i3 HF::1U€ in the problem to preserve 

fhuc when animals 



were ~Lacea in cages, children hHU no Jifficulty saying 

how ~any ca~e3 were needed. Gut when the ferry boat had 

finished hauling cars across three dt a time, children 

had trouble remembering how many trips the ferry took. 

(.:3ourgeouis and ~:elson, 1977) 'l'his example should serve 

to illustrate the necessity of making careful and detailed 

cescriptions of the real problem, exactly as it is pre-

sented to the child. Some apparently small differences 

in situations can lead to profound differences in children'S 

responses to them. - )~ I~ .. ~ 

3ven very young Children were successful in con-

structing co~plicated three dimensional figures when 

provided with a number of two dimensional elements (Nelson 

~~d Kieren, 1977). Although they appeared in many cases 

to be solutions strictly on the physical level providing 

little or no mathematics-logical experience such problems 

seerr.ed to be appropriate for the whole age range three 

to nine. ~hat effect such early experience has on the 

subsequent development of spatial abilities in children 

is yet to be determined. Their skill in making struc-

tures and their eagerness to do BO suggest that the 

effect on these abilities may be considerable • 

.. ;Jair of problems were designed to aetermine if 

~ny Children in the age range three to nine related 

~~~bers ~nd their f~ctors. One problem was called the 
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:',,~tor ~'L~tform. '~hi0 ..... aH an apri/:ht ;;tructure slightly 

~lo~ln~ backward with thirteen slots ~nd block3 which 

co~lc :.:e ;nled in the :"310t~.;. ChilJ.ren were presented 

;'irst .... ·1 th twelve blocks in four of the slots ~rranged 

so there was r.ot the same num ber of blocks in any two 

slots. T~ey were asked' if the blocks could be rearranged 

in the four slots so there were the SCime number in each 

slot. :his proved to be easy to verify for almost all 

the children (some three year olds piled all the blocks 

~~ o~e slot) but few if ~ny thought of twelve blocks 

':::eir.g arranged in four Groups of three. When one block 

was removed so that there were now a total of eleven 

and they were distributed in four slots again so no two 

slots contained the same n~~ber of blocks, most children 

persisted in trying to arrange them in equal piles. 

~heir failure to do so did not in any case, suggest to 

them a difference in factorability of eleven and twelve. 

:his was expected to provide only physical experience 

for the three, four, five and six year olds but it was 

ex?ected that at least some of the older ones would sus

pect what was 60ing on. Experience with the factor 

toard,which had spaces for blocks to fit in twos, threes, 

~r.d fours did not make it Ciny easier for children to see 

in ~dvance that eleven blocks could not be made to fit 

~x~ctly in d.ny of them. The inappropriateness of this 

~Pt of ~roblems to reveal c.nythine.:; of importance is in 

~~l;:::rr: contrast to the other problems included in the 

:' tauy. ..lne year olds in the longi tudinal sample who 
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had been in ~chool a.s much dH four full ye!:lrs could have 

~een expected to respond more appropriately to these situa-

tions if any instruction at all had been provided in 

3chool to partition the set of counting numbers. Either 

that or the notion of partitioning according to factor-

ability of numbers is too complicated for eight and 

ni~e year olds to cope with. The examples given above 

serve to illustrate the kind of outcomes that can be 

expected in clin~cal methods involving real problems. 

",'j"hile !'tost of the observations need further clarification 

and ~ore rigorous verification they do form the basis 

of a methodology which promises more profound insights 

into the way children go about solving problems. 

~ ~, ". 

',::...,. ............... /~ ( _" ~4'.~..- .... ";-',,--,-

\ 

) 
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~'.'\.GE 20 

:-teplace line 5 in second paragraph beginning, "Response of the 

children •••• related problems." (9 lines) T,tiith the following: 

"'rhe cross sectional data were made up of responses of 
each child to six different problems. fhese responses 
were all recorded on video tape in one setting. Sam
pling of the problem was so arranged that ten different 
children at each age level did each basic problem while 
5 of these also did its equivalent. The sa~e pattern 
was to have applied in collecting the longitudinal data 
a year later except that now ten children at each age level 
were to do the equivalent problems while five of these 
were to do the basic one. Xormal attrition reduced these 
numbers slightly but not enough to do serious harm." 

?AGE 22·--

Paragraph 5 starting, "!{ere again no coding ••• " f.dd to that one 

sentence paragraph: 

"::owever, it should be pointed out that the conditions 
and experiences were carefully designed so that responses 
to them could be re.adily observed." 

211.GE 23 --

'Third paragraph, sentence starting, "Although neither of the ... " 

C:nit entire phrase at the beginning and start "Spontaneous 

language ••• II 

?J .. GE 25 

?eplace in line 8 the phrase, "the important role one half plays 
, 

in the early stae;es" by: 

"to look at the partitioning act as a vehicle in problem per
formance." 



,.--. 4' .. 

?AGE 27 --

.3econd paragraph after se:tence ending, "some interesting results." 

'I Kieren is finding, for example, in the machine problem 
that children preserved their own answer by using com
pletelY inconsistent explanations. fhe necessity of 
justifying their answers appears to be so distracting 
that logic and consistency is overpowered. 3ana and 
Xelson have found that children seem to have a greater 
tendency ••• (line 8)." 

(rick up original from end of line 8.) 

?AGE 29 --

~fter first paragraph are sentences: 

"The relative success of very young children in some 
of these tasks were the result no doubt of more or 
less favorable modes df presenting the problems." 

(~unning on from last line on page 31.) 

:espite the crudities in methodology the studies cited in pre-

7iou's sections lend support to the following general conclusions. 

1. Distraction appears to be a key element for children 
dealing with practical problems. It is manifested in 
the form of responses young children make to various 
irrelevant physical, spatial and numerical aspects of 
the problem situation. It also occurs in a somewhat 
altered form in older children who are so attracted to 
justifying their own answers that they cannot give logical 
explanations for the mathematical procedures involved. 

2. Children can get involved in more elaborate mathematical 
processes when they are embedded in relevant, practical 
problems than when the same processes are presented in 
their more formal, abstract or symbolic forms. Thus 3 
and 4 year ollis, thougA not necessarily in a perfectly 
systematic way, find solutions to partitive division 
problems with real objects while 10 year olds perform 
the complicated partitioning required in handling compound 
fractional operators (multiplication of fractions) pro
vided the process is embedded in the card stacking machine. 
~hat this means in terms of instruction is not altogether 
clear but children seem to be able to "act out" mathema
tical processes in real problems long before the same 
processes make any sense at all in the symbolic forms. 



3. Ghildren·involved in solving real problems are more apt 
to engage in a Genuine search for solutions. :rhis stands 
in sharp contrast to their responses in solving verbal 
problems where there is a search of sorts but that search 
is for a formula or a procedure which can be applied to 
produce desired answers. 

4. Careful observations of children solving real problems 
provides a brighter picture of the interface between their 
development and their experience. Distraction, for example, 
seems to occur more as a function of being able to formulate 
a plausible alternative problem to the one intended than of 
how complex the problem is. In fact, complexity does not 
appear to be an important factor in whether or not a child 
will be distracted. 

'::;here may be others which could be drawn but these four 

are illustrative of how rich the field is or can become. 



CONSTRUCTIVISM AS A MODEL FOR COGNITIVE DEVELOP~NT 
AND (EVENTUALLY) LEARNINGl 

The development of proportional reasoning 
in the child and adolescent 

GERALD KOELTING 
Universite Laval, Quebec 2 
July 1978 

INTRODUCTION 

The main emphasis of constructivism is on the dual aspect of 

subject and object intervening in a process of interaction and reciprocal 

construction. 

At equilibrium, the subject grasps the object exhaustively and 

bears a judgmen.t which is adequate to the whole obj ec t. 

However, this same object, which is autonomous in the environment, 

can become more complex. The consequence will be that one part of the object 

will be grasped by the subject, while the other part is either ignored or 

interpreted erroneously. This leads to centration or confUsion. 

An example is a subject, familiar with natural numbers, who is 

placed in front of a rational number. He will interpret it in the light of 

what he "knows". The number 4/9 will be considered "large", while 2/3 is 

"small". A certai~ number of "modifications" have to be made to the concept 

of natural number, in order to fit it (or equilibrate it) to the new "object" 

which is the rational number. 

Equilibration theory is based on the process of adjusting existing 

schemes to fit more complex objects in the outer world. It is the outer 

world which unbalances an existing scheme and forces it to evolve. But the 

process of change and the reconstruction of a new, "I!!agnified" scheme, is 

the subject's business, and has to do with what is ordinarily called " under

standing" • When a subj ec t says: "I do not un&rstar.i. IT
, he means that the 

1 

2 
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new object in front of him is too complex for him to adjust, or is presented 

to him in such a manner as not to enable him to proceed easily to an adjust

ment. While the expression: "Now ~ I understand" means that the appropr ia te 

modifications have been made and the subject is able to integrate the un

familiar object and play with it adequately. 

Piaget (1975)1 has called "equilibration majorante" the process 

through which an increased or magnified scheme is constructed, adapted to 

the new object in the environment. 

THE PHASES OF MAGNIFYING EQUILIBRATION 

''Magnifying equi1ibration"comes about in a step-wise process. Let us 

examine its premises and consider these phases. 

1. - Data in the environment are interpreted by the subj ect, or "assimilated" 

through identifiable patterns of behavior or "schemes". 

2. - Unfamiliar data in the environment cause a "disturbance" in the func-

tioning of the scheme. 

3. - The subject reacts to a disturbance in the environment through a process 

of "compensation". 

4. - The mechanism of compensation is not a one-step process, but consists 

of a succession of identifiable "phases". 
! 

5. - Three phases can be described, which are the following: 

i) At the a-phase, the subject "neglects" the disturbance or simply 

"avoids" it. 

ii) At the a-phase, the subj ect "modifies" his scheme in order to "assimi

late" the new datum. 

iii) At the y-phase, the subject integrates the new datum in a hierarchical 

system. 

6. - Finally each "period" of development, i.e. sensori-motor, preoperational 

and operational, is the seat of a complete process of "magnifying equili

bration", each period beginning with a phase of nonba1ance and terminating 

with the construction of a hierarchical system. 

1 PlAGET, J., (1975). L'equiZibration des structures aognitives~ probZeme 
aentraZ du deveZoppement. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
translated as: The Development of Thought. New York: Viking Press, 1977. 



CONSTRUCTION OF PROPORTIONAL REASONING 

We shall examine a series of data, obtained on the development of 

concepts in the child and adolescent, to test: 

(1) whether equilibration theory holds, and,if so, 

(2) what is the nature of its "phases", 

(3) whether we find these at each of the "periods" of development. 

The development of proportional reasoning will here be studied. 

Two distinct findings are made: 

a) Development of the ratio concept occurs in stages which can be both 

chronologically and structurally differentiated. 

~ 
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b) These stages can be seen as resulting from equilibration processes which 

can be reorganized into two distinct "periods". 

The first preoperational period bears on "terms" : a natural number 

is equilibrated with an inverse generating, in a four-phase process, the 

concept of 1:1 ratio varying inside its equivalence class. 

The second, operational period, bears on "ordered pairs" : the 1: 1 

ratio is differentiated in an a:b ratio, where terms are independent in mag

nitude, both in their state and their transformations, generating in a four

phase process, the Common Denominator and Common Factor algorithms. 

The "phases"of equilibration, described by Piaget (1975), are seen 

here to be distinct "stages", structurally defined and imbedded in one another. 

Equilibration, inside a "period", takes place in four phases, 

Piaget's B-.phasebeing subdivised in two, giving the following: 

a- phase: centration on known part of a situation, ignoring unknown part. 

81- phase: assimilation of new part as complement (state-differentiation). 

82- phase: relation between complementary parts (differentiation of relation 

or opera tion) • 

y- phase: hierarchical integration. 
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THE EXPERIME},"T 

The development of rational number was studied, under its aspect 

of ratio, in the Orange Juice Test. This was devised in Quebec, and exper

imented both in individual and group forms. Through a number of Doctor and 

Haster theses, the methodological aspects of developmental research were set 

down, with methods for differentiating stages, comparing them chronologically, 

verifying their integrative character, and determining problem-solving strat

egies at each level (Noelting, Cloutier and Cardinal, 1975)1. The results 

of a group experimentation will be given here. A publication is in preparation. 

Instrument: OnTage Juice Pest. / 

A test was devised comprising 23 items, where each consisted in 

comparing the relative orange taste of a mixture, made up of a certain number 

of glasses of orange juice and a certain number of glasses of water (see Ta

ble lA). 

The items were the outcome of a certain number of previous experiments. 

Items 24 and 25 were later added to make up the final stage IIIB. 

Procedure. 

Two items are first discussed with the whole group, with explanations 

given (items I and II, see Figure 1). 

Then each child or adolescent is asked to answer the experimental 

items 1 to 23, first choosing among three possible choices, then explaining 

why he made his choice. 

Correction 

Items 1 to 15 are corrected as given by the subject. Items 16 to 

25 needed the examination of explanations, in order to eliminate accidental 

correct answers due to sole centration effects and no operations being put 

into use. 

Sample. 

A sample of 321 subjects were tested, from 6 to 16 years of age (see 

Table lC). This corresponded to one class per grade level of Elementary 

1 NOELTING, G., CLOUTIER, R. et CARDINAL, G., Stades et meccmismes dans le 
developpement de Za notion de proportion chez Z 'enfant et l 'adoZescent. 
Rapport de recherche, Universite Laval, Quebec, 1975. 
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OR/1NGE JUICE (FORM A) 

Date 
----------------------~ 

Name ________________________ _ 

Age ___________ _ Date of birth 
-------------------------~-School ____________________ _ Class ---------------------------

/ 

A B 

.000 
+1 = + 
o D o 

Why? _______________________ ~ ________________ _ 

A . B 

II .0 .0000 
+ = + 
o o o 

Why ? ________________ ~-----------------------------------

® G. Noe1ting, 1978 

FIG. 1. - First page of Orange Juice Test (Group Form A). 
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TABLE 1A 
IT~lS OF ORANGE JUICE TEST (GROUP FORM A) 

lVITH CORRECT ANSWER AND STAGE 

Items Composition Correct answer Stage 

I (3,1) VS. (1,3) A IA 
II (1,1) VS. (1,4) A IB 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 (1,0) VS. (1,1) A IB 

2 (4,1) VS. (1,4) A IA 

3 (1,2) VS. (1,5) A IB 

4 (1,2) VS. (2,1) B IA 

5 (1,1) VS. (1,2) A IB 

6 (3,1) VS. (2,2) A IA 

7 (1,1) VB. (2,2) E lIA 

8 (2,3) VS. (1,1) B IC 

9 (2,2) VB. (3,3) E lIA 

10 (2,2) VB. (3,4) A IC 

11 (1,1) VS. (3,3) E lIA 

12 (1,2) VS. (2,4) E IIB 

13 (2,1) vs. (3,3) A IC 

14 (2,3) VS. (1,2) A IlIA 

15 (4,2) VS. (2,1) E lIB 

16 , (2,1) VS. (4,3) A lIIAl 

17 
/' (1,3) vs. (2,5) B lIIA1 

18 (2,1) VS. (3,2) A lIIA1 

19 (2,3) VS. (3,4) B lIIA2 

20 (6,3) VB. (5,2) B IIIA2 

21 (3,2) VS. (4,3) A IIIA2 

22 (4,2) VS. (5,3) A IIIA2 

23 (5,2) VS. (7,3) A IIIB 

24 (3,5) VS. (5,8) B IIIB 

25 (5,7) vs. (3,5) A IIIB 

NOTE. - Items 24 and 25, of Stage IIIB, have been added after 
further experimentation, in order to complete the stage 
of Higher Formal Operations. 



and Secondary Schools. Mathematically advanced classes were chosen at each 

level, from the same socio-economic level (upper-middle class) of a suburb 

of Quebec City. 

Reautta. 
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Items are ordered according to difficulty, then submitted to a Guttman

type scalogram analysis with the help of a computer program (Dixon, 1971)1. 

Satisfactory coefficients were obtained for CR, MMR and PPR, showing that 

items formed a "perfect" hierarchical scale. 

Adjacent items on the scale were then grouped through a process of 

categorization (Table lB). Subjects succeeding items of one level, but failing 

at the next, were considered to make up a "stage". These stages were compared, 

as to the age distribution of subjects, with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

(Siegel, 1956). This is a non-parametric test, as the scale involved is ordinal. 

Adjacent-stage comparison gave significant differences for the last five 

stages (IC to IIIB). Earlier stages had to be differentiated in an individual 

experiment (Table IC). 

j 

Examination of problems involved at each stage, and strategies used to 

solve them, led to assign operational levels to these stages, following the 

Piagetian chronology of development. Typical items of each stage are given in 

Table lD. 

Explanations subjects give at each stage, for solving the particular 

problem of the stage, were set in mathematical form (Table IE). Symbols used 

are described in the section titled Symbolism. 

Finally, the succession of stages was analyzed in terms of equilibration 

process. Two "periods" of equilibration were found, one corresponding to pre

operational processes leading to the construction of the concept of ratio 

(Table IF), the other to construction of the Common Denominator and Common 

Factor algorithms (Table lG). 

1 DIXON, W.G., Ed. Biomedical Computer Programs. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1971. 



Stage 

° 
IA 

IB 

IC 
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TJlBLE .1B 
ITEMS OF ORANGE JUICE TEST (GROUP FORM A) 

ORDERED ACCORDING TO DEGREE OF SUCCESS, THEN CATEGORIZED TO FORM STAGES 

Item 

° 
2 
6 
4 

1 
3 
5 

8 
13 
10 

Composition 

(l,O)vs.(O,l) 

(4,1)vs.(1,4) 
(3,1)vs.(2,2) 
(l,2)vs. (2,1) 

(l,O)vs.(l,l) 
(l,2)vs. (1,5) 
(l,l)vs. (1,2) 

(2,3)vs.(1,1) 
(2,1)vs.(3,3) 
(2,2)vs. (3,4) 

Frequency 
of success 

319 
319 
319 

311 
307 
305 

295 
291 
297 

Characteristics 

Differentiation of terms. 

Difference between first terms of 
ordered pairs. 

Like first term, difference between 
second terms of ordered pairs. 

Equality vs. difference between 
terms of ordered pairs. 

---------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------

lIA 

lIB 

IlIA! 

9 
11 

7 

12 
15 

16 
17 
14 
18 

(2,2)vs.(3,3) 
(1,I)vs.(3,3) 
(l,l)vs. (2,2) 

(1,2)vs.(2,4) 
(4,2)vs.(2,1) 

(2,1)vs.(4,3) 
(1,3)vs. (2,5) 
(2,3)vs.(1,2) 
(2,1)vs. (3,2) 

251 
244 
231 

186 
156 

141 
131 
107 

88 

(1,1) equivalence class. 
I 

Any equivalence class. 

Ordered pairs with two corresponding 
terms multiple of one another. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
. lIIA2 20 

22 
19 
21 

(6,3)vs.(5,2) 
(4,2)vs.(5,3) 
(2,3)vs.(3,4) 
(3,2)vs. (4,3) 

87 
71 
65 
59 

Same after simplyfing one pair or 
extracting (1,1) unit. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IIIB 23 

24 
25 

(5,2)vs. (7,3) 
(3,5)vs.(5,8) 
(5,7)vs. (3,5) 

51 
Any fraction. 



TABLE lc 
COMPARISON OF AGE DISTRIBUTION AT ~~CH STAGE 

OF ORANGE JUICE TEST (GROUP FOPJi A) 

Stage 
Age N 

0 IA IB Ie ILI\ lIB IlIA IIIB 

6 14 0 1 2 8 3 0 0 0 

7 26 1 1 7 14 2 1 0 0 

8 35 1 0 4 12 10 6 2 0 

9 43 0 1 2 9 12 13 6 0 

10 32 0 0 1 3 13 8 6 1 

11 38 0 0 1 5 12 7 9 4 

12 34 0 3 1 0 9 5 14 2 

13 31 0 2 0 0 2 9 17 1 

14 20 0 0 0 1 1 2 10 6 

15 29 0 0 0 0 0 8 16 5 

16 19 0 0 0 0 1 2 8 8 

2 8 18 52 88 27 Total 321 

pa 

65 

<.01 

61 

<.01 <.01 <.01 

Age of acces
sionb 

.' 

8;1 10;5 12;2 (17;0) 

NOTES. - aprobabi1ity level of difference between age distribution 
of the stage, compared with preceding one, assessed by 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. 

bAge of accession to a stage is the age where 50% of Ss solve 
at least one item of the stage. 
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Stage 

0 

IA 

IB 

IC 

Name 

Symbolic 

Lower 
Intuitive 

Middle 
Intuitive 

Higher 
Intuitive 

10 

TABlE 1n 
STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF RATIO 

(ORANGE JUICE TEST, GROUP FORM A) 

Age of 
accession Typical item 

(50% Ss) 

(2;0) I 0 
(1,0) VS. (0,1) 

(3; 6) 11110 10000 
(4,1) vs. (1,4) 

6;4 I[]O 1001]00 
(1,2) vs. (1,5) 

7;0 1110000 •• 0 
(3,4) vs. (2,1) 

Characteristics 
of stage 

Identification 
of elements. 

Comparison of 
first terms only. 

Like first terms, 
compar ison 0 f 
second terms < 

Inverse rela tion 
between terms of 

I both ordered pairs. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lIA Lower 8;1 II] liDO Equivalence class 

Concrete 
of (1,1) ratio. 

Operational (1,1) vs. (2,2) 
) 

/ 

lIB Higher 10;5 11000 1111000000 Equivalence class 

Concrete 
of any ratio. 

Operational (2,3) vs. (4,6) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------_._--------

IlIA 

IIIB 

Lower 
Formal 
Operational 

Higher 
Formal 
Operational 

12;2 

15;10 

1000 IIOO[J[](J 
(1,3) vs. (2,5) 

••• [Joana 
••••• O[]OOIJO[)O 

(3,5) vs. (5,8) 

Ratios with two 
corresponding terms 
multiples of one 
another. 

Any ratio. 



Stage Name 

0 Symbolic 

TABLE lE 
PROBLEH-SOLVING STRATEGIES AT DIFFERENT STAGES 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROPORTIONAL REASONING 

Age of 
accession Typical item 

(50% 5s) (a,b) VS. (a,d) 
Strategy 

(2;0) (1,0) vs. (0,1) a} € A .. d} € D 

11 

---------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------

IA 

IB 

Ie 

lIA 

Lower 
Intuitive 

Middle 
Intuitive 

Higher 
Intuitive 

Lower 
Concrete 
Operation 

(3; 6) 

6;4 

7;0 

8;1 

(1,4) vs. (4,1) 

(1,5) vs. (1,2) 

(2,1) vs. (3,4) 

(1,1) vs. (2,2) 

a > a 
Therefore (e,d) > (a,b) 

a = e .. b > d 
Therefore (etd) > (a,b) 

a > b .. a < d 
Therefore (a,b) > (a,d) 
even though a < a 

m(l,l) = (m,m) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lIB 

IlIA 

IIIB 

Higher 
Concrete 
Operation 

Lower 
Formal 
Operation 

Higher 
Formal 
Operation 

10;5 

12;2 

15;10 

(2,3) vs. (4,6) 

(1,3) vs. (2,5) 

(3,5) vs. (5,8) 

m(a,b) = (ma,mb) 
with a ;e b 

rr:a = a 
m(a .. b) = (rra,mb) 
ma = a .. rrib > d 
(e, d) > (m:z ,rrb) 
Therefore (e,d) > (a,b) 

a+b = g 
(a,b)g = (a/g .. b/g) 
e+d = h 
(e .. d)h = (a/h .. dJh) 
hg = gh 
h(a,g) = (ha,hg) 
g(e .. }:) = (ge.Jgh) 
(ge,gh) > (ha,hg) 
Therefore (e,d) > (a,b) 



TABLE IF 

THE FOUR STAGES OF EQUILIBRATION OR ADAPTATlVE RECONSTRUCTION 

IN THE G~~SIS OF EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF RATIOS 

l.:l 

PROBLEM: Working out the relation between terms of a ratio takes place here. 
The difficulty in understanding the equivalence class of a ratio 
is differentiating between complementation of terms in the state and covariation 
of terms in the transformation. 
Math. object involved: ordered pair.- Part known: 1st term. - New part: 2nd term. 

Equilibration 
stage 

a-stage 

Centration 
by scheme 
on fiimiliar 
part of 
object (1st 
term) • 

i31-stage 

New part seen 
as having in
verse effect 
on whole. 

f32-stage 

Internal 
compensation 
of terms. 

Y-stage 

Hierarchical 
organization 
of states in 
transformation. 

Typical item 
with strategy 

IA. - (1,4)vs.(4,1) 

a < a 
therefore (a, b) « a, d) 

lB. - (l,5)vs.(1,2) 

a = a, b > d 
therefore (a,b)«a,d) 

IC. - (2,1)vs.(3,4) 

a > b, a < d 
therefore (a,d) < (a,b) 
even if a > ci 

IIA.- (1,l)vs.(2,2) 

Mode C 
m(l,1) = (m,m) 

Mode D 
1/1 = m/m 

Operatory 
mechanism. 

Centration on familiar 
part of object (1st 
term) • 
New part rejected or 
treated by same scheme 
(confusion) • 

Assimilation of un
known part of object 
through inversion of 
scheme. 

Compensation of parts 
in each object with 
internal comparison, 
then conclusion. 

Differentiation between 
complementation of 
parts and inversion of 
scheme. 
Parts compensate each 
other (reciprocals) 
but covary in same di
rection (complexifying 
or simplifying ratio). 

Resulting 
behavior 

Direct relation be
tween familiar part 
of object (1st term) 
and whole (ratio) in all 
items passed with 
success. 

Oscillation between 
centration on ei ther 
1st or 2nd terms of 
ratios. 

Comparison between 1st 
and 2nd terms in each 
pair, and conclusion 
when possible. 

Complementary parts 
covary both in direct 
and inverse directions. 
Equivalence class of 
1:1 ratio. 



TABlE IG 

THE FOUR STAGES OF EQUILIBRATION OR ADAPTATIVE RECO~STRUCTION 
IN THE GENESIS OF THE COMMON DENOMINATOR OR PERCE}''T ALGORITHM 

13 

PROBLEM: At the end of last period, the child has grasped to inverse relationship 
between terms in the 1:1 ratio. 
At this period, he must understand their independence as to size (state) 
and variation (transformation). 

Equilibration 
stage 

a-stage 

Fragmentation 
between multi
plicative and 
additive parts 
of (a,b) ratio. 

Bl-stage 

Terms of ratio 
seen to be
independent 
in state. 

S2-s t age 

First co
ordination 
between con
junction and 
disj unction. 

,stage 

Hierarchical 
organization. 
of logical 
connectives 
by algebraic 
operations. 

Typical item 
with strategy 

IIA.- i) (1,1)vs.(2,2) 
m(l"1)=(2,, 2) (success) 

ii) (2,3)vs. (4,6) 
~ 2(1,1)+(0,1) vs. 

4(1,1)+(0,2)(failure) 

IIB.- i) (2,3)vs.(4,6) 
m(a"b) = (ma"mb) (success) 

ii) (3,1)vs. (5,2) 
~ (2,1)+(1,0) vs. 

2(2,1)+(1,0) (failure) 

IlIA. - (3,1)vs.(5,2) 
mb = d 

m(a"b) = (ma"d) 
ma > a" mb = d 

therefore (ma"ni:J) > (a"d) 
whence (a"b) > (a"d) 

/ 

IIIB. - (3,5)vs.~5,B) 
i)· Algebraic addition 

a+b = g 
(a"b) ~ (a"g.) 

a+d = h 
(a"d) + (a"h) 

ii) Algebraic multipli
cation 

hg = gh 
iii) Logical comultipli

cation 
h(a"g) = (ha"hg) 
g(a"h) = (ga"gh) 

iv) Logical disaddition 
ha < ga" kg = gh 
(ha"hg) < (ga"gh) 

Operatory 
mechanism 

Application of 
(1,1) scheme and 
centr~tion on 
excess. 

Differentiation of 
terms in the state. 
Application of 
(a,b) scheme with 
centration on 
excess. 

Differentiation of 
terms in the trans
formation. 
Hultiplicative con
junction combined 
with additive dis
junction. 

D iff er en tia t ion b e
tween logical and 
algebraic aspects 
of system. 
Combinational sys-
t em a long two 
dichotomies, logical: 
conjunction vs. dis
junction; algebraic: 
multiplicative vs. 
additive. 

Resulting 
behavior 

Adequate treatment 
of 1: 1 ratio. 

Equivalence class 
of any ratio is 
grasped. But only 
conjunctive vari
at-ion possible. 

Only ratios where 
corresponding terms 
are multiple one of 
another are treated. 

Equivalence class I 

of each ra tio inte~ 
grated by connnon denom
inator or connnon 
factor. 
Then additive 
treatment of numer
a tors. Algorithm 
of rational number 
addition is estab
lished. 
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SYMBOLISM 

Symbolism of items in algebraic form was introduced to express 

the strategy co~on to a stage. A uniform method of placing the two ordered 

pairs in each item was found necessary, in order to make items comparab1e. 

The following rule was applied: the ordered pair with the smaller first term 

is put first, e.g. (1,4) vs. (4,1). When first terms are equal, the ordered 

pair with the greater second term is put first, e.g. (1,5) vs. (1,2). With 

equivalence classes, the pair with the lowest terms thus comes first, a1lowing 

multiplicative covariation: 3(1,1) = (3,3). This rearrangement when symbolizing 

an item will be called the standardized form. In the test, the order of pairs 

in an item is put at random. 

1 

The following symbols were adapted to express the sets and subsets 

of each item. The sets, when placed in the standardized order are called G 

and H, with g and h expressing their number. The respective subsets of orange 

juice and water of set G are A and B, with a and b their number. The subsets 

of set Hare C and D, with a and d their number. Thus an item in standardized 
! 

form remains (a,b) vs. (a,d). Individual elements of a subset such as A are 

called aI, a2, etc. Various operators are introduced by subjects modifying . 
each term of the ordered pairs, i.e. a~ b~ a and d. The symbols f, j, m and 

n will be used to denote natural numbers (excluding zero). 

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF STAGES In choices: A means first pair, B second, 

E equality. Space does not allow to give examples of each stages. 

Examples of behavior of some characteristic stages are given. 

Stage IA: Lower intuitive. Centration on the first terms of the orderoed pairs. 

Success at items such as (l,4)vs.(4,1) and (l~2)vs.(2,l).-

The child compares the number of glasses of orange juice in both pairs, or 

opposes predominance of juice in one pair and water in the other. 

Examples of success: 

Diane, 4;0 

Nathalie, 5;0 

Gilles, 4; 0 

Item B4: (1)2)"s. (2,1) 
Chooses B (Euccess). 

Item B3: (4,1)vs. (1,4) 
Chooses A (success). 

Item B4: (1,2)vs. (2,1) 
Chooses B (success). 

"EeaJT.J..se -;;he::..ne is a lo::: of 
orc:r..ge jv.ice and only one gZ-ass 
of ;;;aterlf. 

I!:!'r.el'e is a lot of ora:r.ge juice 
(B). TheY'e is a lot- of wateY' 
(AJ It. 



Exacples of failure: 

i) Globalism 

France. 5;0 

ii) Centration 

Louis, 4;7 

Item B6: (l,O)vs.(l,l) 
Chooses B (failure). 

Item D6: (l,l)vs. (1,0) 
Chooses E (failure). 

15 

"Because there are rrany". 

"It will taste the same because 
there is one glass of orangeade 
there (B) and one gZass of or
crl'.geade there (A)". 

Stege IIA: L~Ger c~r.arete opera~ion. EquivaZence cZass of ratio (1~1). 

St;ccess a!: itens such as: (l,l)vs. (2,2) and (2,2)vs. (3,3) • 

Examples of success: 

i) Covariation (Mode C) 

Johanne, 11;0 

ii) Division (Mode D) 

Martine, 8;0 

.-
! 

Item A7: (l,l)vs. (2,2) 
Chooses E (success). 

Item BIZ: (2,2)vs. (3,3) 
Chooses E (success). 

"Eac?!. gZass dilutes one gZass. 
So A h.as one glass of juice a:r:d 
B r.as ruo; t. has one gZass of 
Gate:!' crad B tuo. They are eqv.a: 
on.Zy there is more liquid mixed 
ir:. 3 11

• 

"'1i.:o for tu;o ~ here (A); 
tr-.ree for i;r;.X'ee~ here (B)". 

Subjects differentiate bet~een state and transformation. The relation between 

co:nplener:tary ten:s in the pair is stabilized as an "invariant". T~e relation 

between ccrresponci~g te~s between pairs is ~obilized as a transformation 

(either cc-::.ultiplication or co-division). This yields the si=plest equivalence 

c12ss, the 1: 1 ratio. Strategy for the divisive mode is m/m = 11./11., corresponding 

to transpos~tion o£ a ratio. Str3tegy for the multiplicative ~ode is m(l.l) = 
(r.1,m); (rr:,m)h.1 = (1::), corresponding to c08plexifyi~g or simplifying a ratio. 

Ho\·;ever :-a :ios, t.;r-.ere ter~s are no!: equal, are railec. 

Two modes of behavior are distinguished and will be found at each 

stage: 

Mode C or covariation - Mode D or internal division. 
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Examples of failure: 

i) Centraticr. on the resid~al after (1,1) covariation (thus using 
strategy of the stage) 

Louise, 11;0 Item A12: (1,2)vs. (2,4) 
Chooses A (failure). 

'~ecause the Zeft side has one 
glass of water mora~ vhiZe the 
right side rlO.s tLJo of them 
more". 

ii) Centration on either juice or water (repression to earlier strategy) 

Diane, 8;0 Item Al2: (1,2)vs. (2,4) 
Chooses A (failure). 

"It is that there are less 
glasses of l.:}ater". 

Stage IIIB: Higher formal operation. 
t..~aorit77ms. 

COTriffon Denominator a:r:d .Percentage 

L~auples of success: 

" 
" I 

i) Common Denominator (Mode C) 

Sylvie, 14;0 

ii) Percentage (Mode D) 

Item .\19: (2, 3) v s . (3,4) 
Chooses B (success). 

''At the right., there is 3/7 
of juice for 4/7 of water~ 
th.at is 15/35 of juice; at the 
Zeft there is only 14/35". 

.. j 

Rej ean, 13; 0 Item A23: (5,2)vs.(7,3) 
Chooses A (success). 

"A = 71 3/7 % becCZ"'..l.se 5/7 oraY'.ge 
juice. 

B = 70% because 7/10 orange 
juice". 

~ha~teristics of stage IIIB: Differentiation between ZogicaZ and 
algebraic transformations~ with hierarchical integration. 

At stage IIIB, a combinatorial system is formed, where algebraic and 

logical transformations are differentiated and integrated. These are defined 

as follows: 

Algebraic: 

A binary operation on eZements is an operation in set which combines 

two elements of the set into a third element of the set. 

r 
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The addition of two terms a and'h of a ratio to find their sum g is 

a binary addition. The terms of a ratio are considered here as natural numbers, 

with their sum a natural number. 

The multiplication of two denominators to find their product is a 

binary operation. The operation of join or meet on two denominators to find 

their LCM or HeF is also a binary operation. 

Logical: 

A bina~ operation on propositions is a connective introduced on two 

propositions. We shall consider a binary operation on elements as a proposition. 

Thus the coordinated multiplication or division of both terms of an ordered 

pair, to find an equivalent, will be considered a conjunctive operation. The 

is~lated multiplication of one term of a ratio or fraction will be considered 

a disjunctive operation. 

Binary operation on terms 
~ 

a+b = g 
g.oh = gh 

Binary operation on propositions: 

Two propositions: a + ma~ h + mb 

Conjunction: (a,b) + (ma,mb) equivalence class 

Disjunction: (a,b) + (ma,h» operation on rational 

This distinction is best summarized in the following table: 

Algebraic (terms) Logical (pairs) 

Additive I a + b = g III (ha,hg) > (ga,gh) < 

~fultiplicative II h x g = hg IV (a,b)lg = (alg ,bIg) 
h(a,g) = (h.a .ng) .. 
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PEDAGOGICAL CONCLUSIONS 

I. - Specific to the proportion concept. 

(1) The concepts of ratio between quantities (e.g. 2 glasses of orange 

juice for 3 glasses of water), fraction of a set (e.g. 2 glasses of 

orange juice for 5 glasses of liquid) and fraction of a unit (e.g. 

2/5 juice in each glass) should be carefully distinguished. 
r 

(2) Proper « 1) and improper « 1) fractions should be worked upon simul

taneously, e.g. 1/2, 2/4 ••• , 2/1, 4/2 ••• 

Improper fractions should be considered as rational numbers without 

immediate retrieval of the unit. 
, 

(3) From level IIA on~~rds, any fraction should be envisaged under both 

its internal division aspect (mode D) and covariation aspect (mode C). 

(4) The passage from equivalence of unit fractions, to equivalence of any 

fraction, should be considered a difficult step, and taking up many 

years. The child must here differentiate between independence of 

terms in the state and covariation in transformation. This is the 

proper problem of the elementary school. Equivalences of 3/5 and 5/7, 

for instance, in concrete situations, are still considered difficult 

at the end of the elementary school. 

(5) A lot of time should be devoted to problems like 1/3 + 2/9. The 

multiplicative relation between denominators should be discovered by· 

the pre-adolescents themselves. We find here a combination of the 

covariation of terms in the equivalence class and "disvariation" of 

terms in the addition of fractions with like denominators. This is a 

coordination of conjunction and disjunction applied to the same content. 

It is characteristic of the formal level of thinking. It is abstract 

~hinking, an ~peration (additive operation) on an operation (equiv

alence) • 
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(6) Common denominator (mode C) ,: ~and reduction to unit (mode D), should 

be seen as inverse strategies used to liken different denominators. 

Percentage should be seen as a way of better expressing the ratio to 

a unit. 

II. ReZative to the aonaepts of periods ~~ phases of equiZibration. 

(I) Respect of periods of equilibration i.e. concrete and formal modes 

of thinking. 

A sharp distinction must be made between concrete operations and 

formal operations. It is a distinction between operation on terms 

and operation on operations. In period I, operation is performed 

on data themselves (i. e. aol bol aol d). In period II, operation is 

perforned on data constructed from the data (e.g. maol a/b~ etc.). 

This differentiation is especially important to make for teachers 

in Grade 6, when children are at the frontier of concrete and formal 

thinking. Some problems, though intricate, are easy because they 

involve only concrete data. Others, though apparently much simpler, 

are difficult for the pre-adolescent, because they involve simpli

fication, equivalence, which seems automatic to an adult, but involve 

retention of constructed data, then operation on these. 

(2) Equilibration should be made of what the child knows, to the unknown 

which is brought to him. In particular the new variable introduced 

at each period should be clearly identified by the teacher and related 
,. 

to existing schemes in the child. 

III. ConaZusions of a generaZ nature bearing on rrathematws. 

(I) Emphasis should be put on laying strong foundations rather than rapid 

but evanescent techniques. Notions should be constructed in their 

hierarchical order. Motivation is kept up by the process of discovery 

and construction, and by varying the content for a same structure. 

(2) Equilibration - The novel aspect introduced by equilibration theory 

is the constant interplay between interaction and construction. The 

dialectical process of uncovering new data is constantly related to 

the process of structuring the data inside a coherent whole where 

the new and the old are interrelated. Equilibration to novelty is 
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related to reorganization of internal structure. Growth consists 

in being open to the world, but proceeding with system. This opens 

up a new field of study: the psychology of mathematical construction. 

(3) At all levels concrete problems should be worked upon in parallel 

to symbolic representation of problems. 

(4) Stage IIIB, in proportional reasoning, is characterized by the 

combination of logical reasoning and algebraic operations. 

The difference between the nil transformation, characteristic of 

logic (e.g. pq) and the inverse transformation, characteristic of 

operations (e.g. 2 + 3 = 5; 5 - 3 = 2) should be made much earlier. 

Usually a nil transformation is introduced in a combinatorial setting 

at the formal level: e.g. pq v pq v pq v pq. This should be prepared 

at the concrete level (elementary school) by introducing the dif

ference between constancy and variation. Their combination in the 

constancy-variation scheme is already put into use at stage IB 

(middle intuitive: 5-6 years of age). The very important role of 

the "agreement and difference" principle (basis of scientific rea

soning as set forth by Roger Bacon and John Stuart Mill) render 

the early introduction of the constancy-variation scheme ~mperative. 

The "all other things being equal" principle is the basis of 

organized thought at all levels. 

(5) Axiomatics vs. constructivism. - Disinterest for mathematics on 

the pa~r of the layman and the child is due to the obsessive 

character of ax ioma tics in contrast with the creative quality of 

constructivism. Mathematics should become constructive, with 

emphasis on process, instead of obsessive, with emphasis on structure. 

Time is ready for a change in attitude in mathematics. 

(6) "Intuition" plays a certain part in mathematics, but is never 

formalized. Cognitive-developmental theory rejets "intuition" 

and replaces it by "actions" of subjects upon the environment. 

These actions are reversible and are formalized as "operations". 

Rules should arise from the nature of mathematical objects upon 

which activity is performed and their constraints and 

not from the "axioms" which are elaborated as end products. 


